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“Dave is a longtime friend of mine who has consistently been a leading 
thinker on the Church of today and of tomorrow. He helps us challenge 
our past assumptions and current models to ensure the Church stays 
on the forefront of innovation.”

— BOBBY GRUENEWALD,
Founder/CEO of YouVersion and 

Pastor & Innovation Leader at Life.Church

“As leaders, COVID-19 gave us an opportunity to ask ourselves some 
big questions about our model for doing church, and how we leverage 
technology to reach people in our communities, and help them develop 
daily disciplines. These questions need to be asked, and in MetaChurch, 
Dave Adamson provides some answers based on his experience as one 
of the first online pastors in the world. This book will challenge you, but 
it will also inspire you to think beyond what you’ve always done in order 
to go into all the world and preach the Gospel.”

– MARK BATTERSON,
New York Times Best-selling Author of The Circle Maker 

and Lead Pastor of National Community Church

“I had the privilege of working with Dave for seven years. He was instru-
mental in the development of our social media and online strategy 
for our Atlanta area churches. I’m thrilled he’s making the insight and 
knowledge he brought to our team available to yours! You will walk away 
from this book smarter, better equipped, and encouraged to make the 
most of the tremendous opportunities technology makes available to 
ministries of all sizes.”

– ANDY STANLEY,
Bestselling Author and Founder of North Point Ministries



In his book, MetaChurch, Dave Adamson makes a compelling argument 
that it is time we reimagine the way we do church without ever com-
promising the why. Discipleship has moved beyond mere attendance 
and entered the realm of engagement. Drawing on years of his online 
experience, Dave is committed to helping us dig new wells before old 
brooks dry up.

– LISA BEVERE,
NYT Best-selling Author, Co-founder of  

Messenger International & MessengerX App

“I have long appreciated Dave Adamson’s voice in the church. MetaChurch 
will both surprise you in places and shock you in others. And in it, you’ll 
find a better path toward the future. Are Dave’s ideas disruptive? Yes. And 
that’s exactly what the Church needs. Disrupt yourself, or be disrupted.”

— CAREY NIEUWHOF,
Best-selling Author, Speaker, and Host of  
The Carey Nieuwhof Leadership Podcast

“Blockbuster is no longer in business because they couldn’t imagine a 
world where people wouldn’t want to get in their car and drive to a building 
for their products. Many churches have permanently closed their doors 
because they couldn’t imagine a world where people wouldn’t want to 
get in their car and drive to a building for their service. That world is not 
imaginary. We are living in it. And this is why MetaChurch is required 
reading for every pastor who believes we are called to make disciples 
. . . not attenders.”

— NONA JONES,
Tech Executive, Pastor, and Best-selling Author 

of From Social Media to Social Ministry

“When we launched North Point Online back in 2009, we weren’t quite sure 
what we were doing. In some ways, it was an idea in search of a strategy. 
Now, almost every church has an online presence but the strategy is often 
still missing. That’s why Dave’s book is such a gift. It will help you connect 
your online presence with a sound ministry strategy.”

– JEFF HENDERSON,
Founding Pastor of Gwinnett Church and  

Author of Know What You’re FOR and What to DO Next



“We are not in a temporary season. This is a transition to a new era and 
Dave Adamson is holding a mirror to prompt a new paradigm. He has 
been an inspiration, challenge, and wonderful guide in this online season 
for Alpha Australia. Dave has helped us greatly, and this book will help 
you articulate and identify the essentials to consider. It was challenging, 
inspiring, painful, and truth telling for my ministry’s future, and I’m becom-
ing an advocate for MetaChurch.”

— MELINDA DWIGHT,
National Director for Alpha Australia

“I have loved getting to know Dave through technology, which is how so 
many people in the future are going to get to know Jesus. We all need to 
take the advice in this book if we are passionate about reaching others 
for Christ. Dave’s methods are not just theoretical, they were born out of 
his experience and will be helpful to anyone in ministry. Read this book 
and share it with others.”

— JONATHAN POKLUDA,
Best-selling Author, Host of Becoming 
Something, and Pastor of Harris Creek

“Dave Adamson is an insightful leader. He has, over many years, been able 
to help churches navigate new technologies. More than ever, we have 
discovered the need for our churches to continue to innovate, in order to 
get the gospel message out, and to reach the world with the love of Jesus. 
MetaChurch will undoubtedly be both a challenge and an encouragement 
to those who read it. You may not agree with everything Dave writes. That’s 
okay. Pioneers and prophets will always stretch our paradigms. I trust 
that you will find in the pages of this book, inspiration and practical help 
in growing digital ministry as a part of your church’s mission.”

– PASTOR WAYNE ALCORN,
National President of Australian Christian Churches



“Finally! We’ve got the practical playbook for digital discipleship that pastors 
have been praying for! MetaChurch isn’t some theory about a far-off future, 
it’s a step-by-step blueprint to architect your church’s online strategy now! 
Dave is not just a practitioner, he’s a pastor who has seen the future of 
digital discipleship. So if you’re ready to pour the timeless Gospel through 
new digital wineskins, Dave provides a practical, step-by-step guide for 
engaging thirsty seekers online.”

— TIM LUCAS,
Lead Pastor of Liquid Church

“If there is one church social media book I’d recommend reading this year, 
this would be it. MetaChurch not only brings up important questions, it 
gives practical advice for getting started and taking your church social 
media to the next level.”

— BEAU COFFRON,
Life.Church Social Media Director

“In his new book, MetaChurch, Aussie Dave shows how churches need 
to keep rethinking their approach to ministry in an increasingly digital 
world. Dave’s been at the headwaters of this new frontier long before the 
world had to cope with a pandemic. Just as the Apostle Paul was willing 
to become all things to reach people beyond the reach of the Gospel, 
Dave shows us the way forward. There are no simple answers and the 
landscape keeps changing. But we must keep pressing forward. If you’re 
a ministry leader looking to reach an increasingly digital world, I highly 
recommend you read this book.”

— PHIL MERSHON,
Director of Events and Social Media Examiner

“Dave is one of the few thought leaders around digital and the Church. I 
always love how he thinks and challenges every pastor to integrate digital. 
Can’t wait to dive into his book.”

— JAY KRANDA,
Online Community Pastor of Saddleback Church



“Dave first got my attention with his Hebrew words on social media. Since 
meeting him and becoming friends, we have had many conversations 
about MetaChurch. I was enthralled reading this and feel urgent for every-
one to understand where we are headed but also where we have been. 
There is a lot to navigate as the Church moves forward and it seems the 
future may belong to those who can know and understand the times, and 
also hear what the Spirit is saying. Dave Adamson has a grasp on both 
and I am excited to see how this work will influence the next few decades 
of Church and community engagement.”

— JOEL A’BELL,
Convoy of Hope Regional Leader – Oceania

“MetaChurch is the ideal companion for churches and leaders as they 
seek to navigate the biggest communication shift in 500 years. Dave 
understands the pulse of the everyday church like few I’ve met—and he’s 
one of the smartest minds in the world of church tech today.”

— BRADY SHEARER,
Founder of Pro Church Tools and Nucleus
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Dedicated to:

Chelsea, Ella, and Jordyn

May you, your children, and 
your grandchildren inherit a 
Church that is better placed 

to deal with the future.
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INTRODUCTION

When used right, technology becomes an 
accelerator of momentum, not a creator of it. 

JIM COLLINS, GOOD TO GREAT: WHY SOME COMPANIES 
MAKE THE LEAP AND OTHERS DON’T

WE HAVE LIVED THROUGH A monumental moment in Church history.

In March 2020, many church leaders around the world experienced online 
services for the very first time. While a gaggle of tech-savvy churches (I’m 
pretty sure “gaggle” is the collective noun for tech-savvy churches, but 
if it’s not, it should be) had been streaming Sunday services live online 
for a decade or more, the majority of church world went into full-blown 
scramble mode. When the COVID-19 pandemic forced churches across 
the planet to temporarily close their doors, there was no other option 
than to stream services live or post them pre-recorded to websites, 
Facebook, YouTube, or other online platforms.

This constituted an enormous shift in the model for church—possibly 
the biggest shift since the protestant Reformation in the 1500s. At the 
very least, it was the largest church shift any of us had experienced in 
our lifetimes. But COVID-19 lockdowns didn’t start online church—they 
just forced it to go mainstream.

About 13 years before COVID-19 changed the Church, I left my career 
as a TV sports reporter in Melbourne, Australia and moved with my wife 
Meg, and three daughters—Chelsea, Ella, and Jordyn—to New Jersey. 
There, I joined the staff of a church called Liquid and became the 8th 
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online pastor in the world (more about that later). And it didn’t take me 
long to learn that church online played second-fiddle to church onsite.

By the time COVID-19 lockdowns forced thousands of church leaders 
around the world to hurriedly work out how to stream services online 
in 2020, I had been the online and social media pastor at North Point 
Ministries in Atlanta for six years. With every service at every church 
going online, this was every digital pastor’s Super Bowl.

An online stream that had been the understudy to the live, in-person, 
physical “main” service, was now taking center stage!

But, what started out as excitement soon became stress. The “Super 
Bowl” took its toll—not just on me, but on online pastors around the 
world. Normal work days turned into 14–18 hour stretches as we helped 
churches around the world get their live streams up and running. It 
brought me to the brink of burn out, and led my doctor to prescribe 
antidepressants and order me to slow down.

Thankfully, by the end of August 2020, things started to improve. The 
calls I was having with church leaders were finally starting to shift. 
People had stopped asking about how to do online streaming, and were 
instead asking how to do online ministry.

And that subtle change in language represented a massive change 
in philosophy.

It seemed that many pastors were starting to realize their approach to 
digital technology in the church had been far too short-sighted. Online 
church, they were starting to see, was not just a way to broadcast their 
services, but it was a way to connect with people. As my friend Beau 
Coffron, social media director at Life.Church puts it, “Church online is a 
ministry, it doesn’t just point to a ministry.”

But while some pastors were beginning to see the reach and impact 
possibilities of online ministry, not everyone was tracking. During this 
time there were still many church leaders who publicly discredited online 
church while expressing their preference for in-person worship. For 
example, they’d write things like, “Internet church is not real church.” Or 
they’d announce at conferences that, “there is no such thing as Zoom 
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church!”1 Or post that, “watching church from the outside is like being 
an observer instead of a participant” or that online service streams were 
“fundamentally inadequate.”

DIGGING NEW WELLS
Some of the pushback to online church came from pastors who had 
an instinctive resistance to a different model based on technology, and 
certainly some came because of the political undertones that came with 
government-mandated building closures. But to me, the push back to 
church online, especially during a global pandemic, indicated there was 
far more going on.

The tension actually reminded me of the story of Isaac digging wells, 
which we find in the book of Genesis. In the story, Isaac, the son of 
Abraham—patriarch of the three largest monotheistic world religions—
is building his wealth as a landowner in a place called Gerar, which is 
located in what we know as south-central Israel today. In the story, we 
read that Isaac “became rich, and his wealth continued to grow until he 
became very wealthy” (Genesis 26:13 NIV). And as his household and 
flocks grew, Isaac started accessing the wells he had inherited from 
his father Abraham. But the Philistines who lived in the land at the time 
became jealous of his wealth, so they “filled up all of Isaac’s wells with 
dirt” (Genesis 26:15).

So what do ancient wells filled with dirt have to do with online minis-
try? Well, I think there’s a parallel between what Isaac was facing and 
what church leaders started experiencing in early 2020. Like Isaac, the 
Church had been doing okay for a few generations until 2020 filled up 
our wells with COVID, forcing us to close them down. This meant the 
well we had been going to every Sunday for generations—the well that 
always provided for us without major issue—was no longer viable. So 
we had to close that well down. Many of us grew discouraged and even 
became resentful and angry. Some of us decided it was a sign that our 
specific well should stay closed, while others fought in vain to keep the 
well open. But some church leaders, like Isaac in the narrative, decided 
a closed well would not be the end of their story. It was time to dig a 
new well. So, they started streaming online services.
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And just like Isaac, many of the church leaders who tried this new method 
discovered that these new wells became a source of debate (Genesis 
26:20) and even anger (Genesis 26:21). Church leaders around the world 
wanted their old wells back and said the new well of church online wasn’t 
a “real” well and would never be as good as what had been handed down 

to them and proven so suc-
cessful in the past. These 
church leaders publicly 
expressed their frustration at 
the dirt in the old well, want-
ing to go back and deal with 
the dirt in their own way.

But if you read the story in 
Genesis 26, it’s clear that 

Isaac didn’t focus on the closed wells. Instead, he focused on the source 
of water. When one well closed, he simply worked with his team to 
open up a new well so he could continue to tap into the source. Isaac 
understood there was a source that would provide for his community 
in the new season, and rather than waste energy on what had disrupted 
the way things had been, he got to work reimagining what might be. He 
decided to dig another well to make sure he—and the people he was 
leading—could access that source.

Eventually, Isaac liked the new well so much he named it, “open space,” 
because God “created enough space for us to prosper in this land” 
(Genesis 26:22).

The events of 2020 and 2021 forced almost every church leader in the 
world to find another well.

At the same time, many of us debated the merits and validity of the new 
well. We got frustrated, discouraged, and maybe a little angry because of 
what was being asked of us in order to pivot in this new world. Yet, what 
if the thing we experienced as a disruption was actually an invitation? 
Maybe, this well called “cyberspace” could/would allow the Church to 
prosper in a new season. Maybe it was more than just a way to cope 
until things got back to “normal.” Maybe this new “well” could actually 
serve as the catalyst for the Church of the future and do more for the 
Church than we could ever imagine.

Rather than waste energy 

on what had disrupted the 

way things had been, Isaac 

got to work reimagining 

what might be. 
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Now, it’s very easy for me to just write that, but let’s be honest: change 
of any sort is hard. There’s a cost to rethinking, much less re-digging 
new wells or models of church, that we’ve invested so much in over 
a long time. Every church leader has a model or approach or way of 
doing church. Changing our model requires us working through issues 
of theology, rethinking definitions of community, reimagining our idea 
of discipleship and ministry, and rewriting our long-held liturgies.

It can be overwhelming. It will be frustrating.

That’s why my hope in writing this book is that it will energize you with 
fresh purpose and provide you with strategic ideas that will help you 
move beyond some of the frustrations that threaten to hold you back. 
I want the content of this book to help you rethink any preconceived 
ideas you may have about church online and church in-person, and to 
consider a world in which the two models do not compete, but compli-
ment one another.

As you dig in, you’ll notice I included some practical tips and best 
practices, but have intentionally steered away from multi-platform 
hacks, in favor of a general, overarching approach to online ministry. 
What I want to offer is a new methodology that works no matter what 
changes in the technological space. I wanted to provide a framework 
through which you can approach any new online platforms that come 
along. That’s why you’ll find in this book an evergreen approach to using 
technology in your church context, rather than a step-by-step guide to 
any one specific platform.

MOVING INTO DEEPER WATER
Whenever I think of church leaders wrestling with the idea of online 
ministry, I always remember one of my favorite places to visit in the Holy 
Land on the northwestern shore of the Sea of Galilee. This is the place 
where it’s believed Jesus once asked a group of fishermen to “put out 
into the deep and let down your nets for a catch” (Luke 5:4). We usually 
don’t even think about this request, because we’re focused on the end 
result—the fishermen pulling in a miraculous haul of fish. But this initial 
request Jesus made is worth paying attention to.
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The Hebrew word we translate as “deep water” throughout the Bible is 
“tehom” (םוהת pronounced ‘teh-home’), which often refers to chaos and 
confusion. This is the word used in the creation story in Genesis, when 
God brings light to the darkness, the flood story when God restrains the 
chaos of the deep water, and the Exodus story when God parts the Red 
Sea so the Hebrews can get safely through the deep water.

In this story found in Luke, Jesus asked his followers to move out into 
deep water—to step into chaos, confusion, and disorder. And when they 
chose to trust Jesus, the result was a miracle—so many fish that the 
boats were in danger of capsizing. By trusting Jesus in the middle of 
their chaos, they got more than they could ever have imagined! There is 
SO much more to this story, but that’s for another day and another book.

Church leaders around the world experienced “tehom” in the first quarter 
of 2020. For some of you, the chaos and disorder of that season piled 
on what was already a difficult situation. That’s why I want to encourage 
all of us to remember that when the disciples did what Jesus asked, 
when they tried something new and “put out into the deep,” something 
unexpected happened. I’m not saying your church will increase in number 
ten fold if you try this new approach to ministry. But I am saying that it’s 
possible you’re missing out on something by not trying something new.

My hope and prayer for you as you read this book, is that you will 
approach what feels like chaos with expectation, believing that as you 
focus on the source of living water, instead of the well you’ve always 
used, you will see God do something you don’t expect. It may not be that 
you catch such a large number of fish that your Internet will break—God 
may just want to do something unexpected in you.

This hope is rooted in wanting to help local pastors from my years of 
experience in this space, partly because I want to serve the capital C 
church. But, if I’m honest, mostly I do this because I’m a dad. My three 
daughters, Chelsea, Ella, and Jordyn, have grown up as digital natives, 
so they’ve made major life discoveries and decisions online. This is 
their reality. And because of that, I simply want to make sure my kids 
and yours, the ones who have already entered our buildings and those 
who may never come through our physical doors, inherit a Church that 
is better equipped and more strategically placed to deal with the future 
that is right around the corner.





PHILOSOPHICAL
ARGUMENT
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CHAPTER 01

SMART LIGHTS AND 
ANALOGUE BASKETS

The Church always seems to be behind the 
times, when it is really beyond the times.

G. K. CHESTERTON

IF COVID-19 HAD HIT IN 1989 when I was in high school, I would 
have been screwed.

My fellow Gen-Xers and I would not have had an option for online 
learning or live-streamed classes—we would have simply lost a year or 
so of school and most likely had to repeat the grade we were in. And 
it’s not like we could have spent our days watching movies, because 
streaming entertainment wasn’t a thing, all the cinemas would have 
closed their doors, and the local Blockbuster or family video store 
would have been off-limits. The movies our family had on VHS would 
have been the only options available to us.

But that’s just the beginning. When hard lockdowns were inevitably 
introduced, there would have been no way for us to get groceries 
delivered to our house because online shopping was a distant dream, 
Amazon hadn’t been invented yet, and UberEats was decades away.

And since video calls, group chats, Dropbox, Slack, Airdrop, and file 
sharing were the stuff of science fiction back in 1989, it’s not like any-
one would have been able to work from home effectively—even if they 
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were in an industry that didn’t require them to be physically present. 
In other words, a worldwide pandemic that closed down offices and 
factory floors would have taken an even bigger toll on the economy 
in 1989 than it did in 2020.

Now, obviously, we all wish there had never been a pandemic—no 
matter what the year. Like you, COVID changed my world. As a pastor, 
I’ve seen the emotional toll COVID has taken on friends who have lost 
loved ones, the financial toll it’s taken on those who have lost work, 
and witnessed the physical impact it has had on close friends who 
were hospitalized with the virus. As a dad, I’ve also experienced the 
mental toll COVID has had on my daughters who were forced into 
virtual learning for an entire school year and separated from friends. 
And, I had firsthand experience with the depression, stress, and anxiety 
the pandemic created for so many of us.

But if it’s possible to say there was a silver lining to the pandemic, 
I would say it was this: we had a technological infrastructure that 
allowed for some semblance of normalcy. From simple things like 
being able to shop for groceries online and having them delivered, to 
being able to have video consultations with our doctor, digital tech-
nology allowed life, in many ways, to go on.

Zoom made it possible for my wife and I to stay connected with our 
work and ministry colleagues. Online learning kept my daughters 
up-to-date with their education. Amazon Prime meant we could still 
have everything we needed delivered to our front door. And Netflix, 
Disney+, and AppleTV kept us all entertained/sane.

In many ways, the COVID-19 pandemic proved just how much of our 
lives had already moved online.

This became increasingly obvious when the organizations that had 
already embraced online and digital technology before the pandemic, 
thrived during the pandemic. According to a New York Times2 report 
in April 2021, Amazon’s profits soared after March 2020. Even into 
the first quarter of 2021, the multinational e-commerce giant was still 
seeing 220% increases in its bottom line. Likewise, Netflix added 16 
million subscribers in the first quarter of 2020 according to Forbes3—
the largest three month jump in the company’s history.
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And it wasn’t just large tech companies that flourished. The Wall Street 
Journal4 reported that online marketplace Etsy doubled its revenue 
in 2020, while online delivery services like Uber Eats, GrubHub, and 
Doordash also experienced huge growth5.

And, of course, Zoom—a company most of us had never even heard 
of prior to 2020—saw its profits quadruple in 2020, with an additional 
40% increase expected in 2021, at the time of this writing. In January 
2020, shares for the video conferencing platform were selling for just 
over $76, but by October of 
that same year, they were 
going for $559 per share. That 
is a 635% increase!

In large part, these compa-
nies succeeded because 
long before the pandemic, 
they were already taking full 
advantage of online and dig-
ital technology.

All of these organizations had 
well-established models built for a world that had been increasingly 
moving online for years. Their penchant for innovating new, convenient 
experiences for their customers allowed them to be perfectly posi-
tioned when COVID lockdowns started crippling their brick-and-mortar 
competitors. Many of these organizations were so well-established 
that their company names had become verbs in our modern vernacular 
long before March 2020. Date nights had become a time to “Netflix 
and chill.” We didn’t just shop online anymore, we, “Amazon Primed.” 
And how many times have we answered the daily “what’s for dinner?” 
question with “I’m just gonna UberEats something”?!

We would be hard pressed to find a person in the western world who 
didn’t benefit from the online infrastructure these companies had 
established. And yet, despite watching these organizations meet real 
needs in tangible ways and grow in the process, we have been hesitant 
to believe in the value of a specific online model. Pre-COVID, many 
pastors and ministry leaders gave online teams the scraps of church 
resources—if any— and treated online services as little more than a 

And yet, despite watching 

these organizations meet 

real needs in tangible ways 

and grow in the process, 

we have been hesitant to 

believe in the value of a 

specific online model.
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by-product of the “main” event. Even at churches that had long-es-
tablished online services, pastors openly encouraged their online 
community to get serious about their church by attending physically.

THE APOSTLE PAUL  
AND ONLINE CHURCH
While our own lives moved increasingly online before the pandemic—
using Peleton to stay fit, podcasts to stay educated, and audiobooks to 
stay well-read—we still insisted that people get in their cars and drive 
to our buildings on Sunday mornings to attend our churches physically, 
in order for it to “count.” So when the world shut down with the COVID 
outbreak, the technological chasm between the Church and the rest of 
the world became blatantly obvious. That’s when a lot of us realized, 
“but that’s the way we’ve always done it” is not a good enough reason 
for the Church to avoid innovating and updating its model.

We all probably agree with Craig Groeschel, Senior Pastor of Life.
Church, who has said many times, “To reach people no one is reaching, 
we have to do things no one is doing” . . . right up to the point where 
we actually have to start doing the thing no one is doing.

The irony is, even the in-person church model most of us follow 
today flies in the face of the Apostle Paul, the most well known New 
Testament writer. Paul was rarely “in person” to meet with the church 
communities he started and pastored. He relied heavily on the tech-
nology of his day to teach them, encourage them, and stay connected 
with them. The technology of Paul’s day was letter writing. (For those 
of you under the age of 30, letter writing is when you have a piece of 
paper, you push a pen down onto it, and then move your wrist around 
to form letters! This is how Paul discipled his community when he 
was forced to be socially distant from them.)

Social media is the technology of the day: podcasts, video-on-demand, 
live streaming, and YouTube. Yet, instead of leveraging this technology 
in the same way Paul did—to connect people with each other and with 
God—we’ve decided the only way to properly lead, teach, and disciple 
people, is through face-to-face, in-person, physical services.
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But if Paul had thought like many modern-day pastors—that the only 
way he could teach and disciple people was in physical, face-to-face 
community—at least 13 of the 27 books of the New Testament would 
not have been written. Fortunately for us, Paul embraced the technol-
ogy of his day and used it to expand his reach beyond his physical 
location. Perhaps it was because he recalled that when the Church 
started, “the believers devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching” 
(Acts 2:42) and not a specific model of teaching, so he felt confident 
using technology to teach people.

The problem is, it seems the Church has lost Paul’s innovative and 
creative spirit. Could it be that the community that Jesus said would 
be “... the light of the world” (Matthew 5:14) has willingly decided to 
hide its light under an analogue basket for the sake of tradition? Even 
as we move forward from those first years impacted by COVID, church 
leaders continue to question the legitimacy of online church, ignoring 
the fact that every single 
day, people carry a pulpit, 
worship team, small 
group, and an offering 
plate in their pockets in 
the form of their phones.

In a world of smart-
phones, smart homes, 
smartwatches, smart 
lights, and smart cars, the Church has found itself outsmarted. Some-
where along the way, we got in our minds that tradition was worth 
protecting at all costs—even at the expense of effectiveness. We 
convinced ourselves that technology and innovation were the enemies 
of the Church, so if a new technology came out, it meant it must be 
wrong. And since we have a tendency to make culture the enemy of 
the Church, if culture adopted a new technology and was using it well, 
we clutched our collective pearls and declared that must be wrong too!

We experienced in real time the problem with this way of thinking 
in 2020, when the world changed and the Church wasn’t ready. And 
so, the Church was exposed as an offline organization struggling to 
survive in an online world—not because we didn’t have access to the 

In a world of smartphones, 

smart homes, smartwatches, 

smart lights and smart cars, 

the Church has found 

itself outsmarted.
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same technology as everyone else, but because we made a conscious 
decision not to change for the sake of tradition.

But the Gospel deserves better than that.

Models of doing church aren’t issues of right and wrong; they are a 
question of being effective or ineffective. If we remain unwilling to 
reconsider our approach to church, people will do it for us. This is why 
we can’t afford to lag behind technologically just because learning 
something new discomforts us.

And so, my hope is, the ideas and strategies laid out in the pages that 
follow, provide a place for you to start a new era for your church—an 
era that challenges the traditionally held norms, but is willing to get 
uncomfortable for the sake of reaching the people in this new world 
we live in.
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